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5

Abstract6

Attending seminars, Conferences, looking at ”television lessons” the author saw many times7

many people (often Professors) that did not know the matter they were talking about [as8

Deming wrote ”the 1st requisite for a good teacher is that he have something to teach? must9

possess knowledge of the subject”]; nevertheless many of them still write papers, suggest10

”wrong” books to students, provide ”wrong” lessons, make consultancy. Visiting Companies11

the author saw many times many Companies lacking Quality of Management, a big problem12

against Quality achievement.Many lecturers on ”quality matters” and on ”reliability matters”13

do not know, in a scientific way, reliability theory; therefore, they propose wrong methods to14

students. The basic reliability ideas are easily understandable, but when you need more15

sophisticated methods many people do more harm than good. In the paper we present a case16

related to contractual clauses on failures and related costs; we show that even in this simple17

case, the Reliability Integral Theory (devised by F. Galetto to overcome limitations on the18

usual methods in reliability) is needed.Companies’ solutions and real applications are an19

important problem: wrong solutions depend on the lack of scientific knowledge.20

21

Index terms— quality education, quality methods, quality tetralogy, intellectual honesty, scientificity, SPQR,22
reliability.23

1 Introduction24

Q IO GE ? Q IO GE ? Q IO GE ? Q IO GE ? Q IO GE ? Q IO GE25

2 Quality Tetralogy26

Quality27

s said by the author [2], ??Higher Education is seen many times as a Production System, and students are28
considered as its ”Customers”. Books and magazines are suggested to students attending ”Quality Courses” at29
Universities. Some of A them are good, some are not so good. Students use papers from magazines for their30
teaching; some have good Quality; some are not very good. Therefore it seems important to stand-back a bit31
and meditate, starting from a managerial point of view.??32

In order not to be cheated, any person should use the SPQR (?Semper Paratus ad Qualitatem et Rationem?)33
Principle [1]: anybody must be attentive to use his Rationality to find if the quality is present or absent in any34
activity.35

Generally, engineers do not learn Quality matters and specially they know very little about Reliability: System36
Reliability, Reliability Theory, Reliability Tests, Availability Theory, Cost related to Un-Reliability and UN-37
Availability, even though the lessons are provided by professors members of the ”Politecnico Quality Engineering38
Group (QEG)” (all graduated CUM LAUDE) [Fausto Galetto, who always was striving for Quality scientific39
applications, is not a member of QEG!].40

Many professors teaching ”quality” do not have enough knowledge: to deal properly with those matters,41
Probability Theory and Statistics are essential [as stated by W.E. Deming].42
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2 QUALITY TETRALOGY

??To ”measure” Quality (?), various bibliometric indices (e.g., h-index, s-index, ?) have been devised, based43
on informetric models. Quality (?) of Research, in many universities, is based on these indexes: if you are cited44
many times, you are a better professor than if you are not!?? [2]. Galileo Galilei, Einstein, Jay, Deming, Berne,45
Feynman (to mention only very few) were champions before F. Galetto, in the SPQR Principle, without naming46
it.47

??To grasp the importance of these ideas, let’s imagine that in one university there is a Quality Engineering48
Group (QEG, comprising four lecturers, all graduated CUM LAUDE, and teaching ”Quality matters”; they49
are also in the Research Gate with high Impact Points!). Any rational person shall expect that those people50
teach good ideas and will write ”Quality papers on Quality matters”. QEG experts do think firmly that only51
”Peer Reviewed papers” and ”Citations” are important for Quality? Do they act correctly or wrongly??? [2]52
Consider the following case: Minitab software computes the T Charts Control Limits for exponential and Weibull53
distributed data for the socalled ”rare events”; it happens that, using the SPQR Principle and Statistics good54
Theory, those Control Limits are wrong. The same happens for other software. If professors use that software55
for teaching either Quality or Statistics do they act correctly or wrongly?56

??Is there any Quality in wrong teaching? Teaching must be scientific for future managers, as Deming and57
Galetto say (fig. 1).?? [2] If the reader want he can find some cases in the references [from 10 to 21].58

In the appendix, we provide some ideas about scientificity; we suggest reading it, before going on: it is useful59
but not compulsory.60

??To show how teaching fails to attain his goal (i.e. to prepare students for the future), the paper will use a61
simple case:?? [2] the analysis of a 2-state system, where requirements on the number of failures(N f ), on the62
length of downtime (x) and on the maximum number of Long Downtimes (N LD ) are fixed in a supply contract63
of the system; if the supplier does not meet the stipulated goals he must pay the penalty. We use the SPQR64
approach [1].65

In this introduction, we provide here some basic ideas of Reliability Theory [from 22 to 31], useful for Reliability66
Analysis and other methods (e.g., inventory, the Bass model analysis, ?). The following concepts are taken from67
[2].68

Let T be the random variable ”Time to failure” of an item, and 0 __t the mission interval, whose duration is69
t. The reliability R(t) is the probability that no failure happens during the mission, with f(t) being the pdf,? ?70
= ? = > = t dx x f t F t T P t R ) ( ) ( 1 ] [ ) ((1)71

The mean of the r.v. T is the Mean Time To Failure? ? ? ? = = = 0 0 ) ( ) ( ] [ dt t R dx x xf T E MTTF72
(2)73

The failure rate h(t), as any good student knows, is neither a (conditional) probability density nor a74
(conditional) probability; it is the ratio) ( / ) ( ) ( t R t f t h = (3) Hence it is easily derived that ] ) (75
exp[ ) ( 0 ? ? = t dx x h t R (4)76

When the failure rate is constant, the failures are distributed ”in the most random manner”: the conditional77
reliability does not depend on the item past life.78

It is easily seen that the knowledge of the failure rate h(t) is enough to obtain any reliability characteristic79
[R(t), MTTF, MTTF(t), F(t), f(t)].80

The Mean Time to Failure, related to the interval 0 __t, is? = t dx x R t MTTF 0 ) ( ) ((5)81
The same ideas are also valid for maintenance. Let T r be the random variable ”Time to repair” of an item,82

and 0 __t the interval considered for repair, whose duration is t. The reparability G(t) is the probability that83
a repair happens in the mission, g(t) being the pdf (the time 0 is the instant at which the item fails)? = < = t84
dx x g t T P t G 0 ) ( ] [ ) ((6)85

The mean of the r.v. is the Mean Time To Repair? ? ? ? ? = = = 0 0 )] ( 1 [ ) ( ] [ dt t G dx x xg T E86
MTTR r (7)87

The repair rate, as any good student knows, is neither a (conditional) probability density nor a (conditional)88
probability; it is the ratio)] ( 1 /[ ) ( ) ( t G t g t r ? = (8)89

Hence it is easily derived that?? ? (??) = 1 ? ??(??) = ?????? ?? ? ??(??)???? ?? 0 ? (9)90
When the repair rate is constant, the repairs are distributed ”in the most random manner”: the conditional91

reparability does not depend on the past repairs.92
The Mean Time To Repair, related to the interval 0 _____t, is? = t dx x G t MTTR 0 ) ( ) ((10)93
Let’s now see the concept of Availability.94
Let’s assume that we have a system that is repaired after any failure; let U i the time of survival to the i-th95

failure, measured from the previous repair [Up time]; let D i the time from the i-th failure to the next repair96
[Down time]; both are random variable: their means are the Mean Up Time MUT i and the Mean Down Time97
MDT i ; the sum D i-1 +U i is the Time Between Failures, from the (i-1)-th failure to the i-th failure [it is a98
random variable]: the mean of it is the MTBF i-1, i Mean Time Between Failures, from the (i-1)-th failure to99
the i-th failure. If f i (t) is the density of the Up time U i ,we have (11) while if g i (t) is the density of the Down100
time D i , we have? ? = = 0 ) ( ] [ dx x xf U E MUT i i i? ? = = 0 ) ( ] [ dx x xg D E MDT i i i (12)101

By defining z i (t) is the density of the ”Cycle time”, from an up-state of the system (when it works well) to102
the next up-state of the system (when it works well, again), we have that z i (t) is the convolution f i (t)*g i (t)103
of the two densities f i (t) and g i (t); then the Mean CycleTime MDT i is ] [ ) ( 0 i i i i D U E dx x xz MCT +104
= = ? ? (13)105
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When all the r.v. U i are identically distributed, we indicate with f(t) the probability density of the r.v. U;106
when all the r.v. D i are identically distributed, we indicate with g(t) the probability density of the r.v. D; when107
the r.v. U and D are identically distributed ,we indicate with z(t) the probability density of the r.v. U+D.108

In that case, we have the means MUT, MDT, MCT=MTBF (Mean Time between Failures).109
In the next sections, we shall start to deal with our the analysis of a 2-state system, where requirements on110

the number of failures and the length of downtime are stated goals in a supply contract of the system (if the111
supplier does not meet the stipulated goals he must pay the penalty), by working, step by step, from a simple112
model to amore complete model.113

We will use the Reliability Integral Theory devised by Fausto Galetto to overcome the Markov process theory114
used for reliability calculations. [22][23][24][25][26][27][28][29][30][31] In the next section, we provide some concepts115
on reliability and availability.116

3 II.117

4 Reliability and Availability118

Let’s consider now our system, as depicted in the following flow graph. We consider only a very simple system119
to provide fundamental concepts.120

State 0 of the system is the state where it works well and can fail with failure rate h(t), while state 1 is the121
state where the system is failed and under repair with repair rate r(t): in 0 the system is up, in 1 the system is122
down.123

We assume that the process failure-repair is regenerative: any time the system enters a state, the process124
starts from scratch: the system is GAN, as Good As New. The failure-repair process is a Semi-Markov process.125
[22][23][24][28][29][30][31] Let A 0 (t) be the Availability of the system, i.e., the probability that the system is126
working well at time t, when it entered the state 0 at time t=0; let A 1 (t) be the Availability of the system, i.e.,127
the probability that the system is working well at time t, when it entered the state 1 at time t=0.128

Using the Availability Integral Theory [F. ??aletto,[22][23][24][28][29][30][31] we write the following system of129
”INTEGRAL” equationsds s t A s g t A ds s t A s f t R t A t o t o ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 0 1 1 0 ? = ? + = ?130
? (14)131

We can reduce it to a single ”INTEGRAL” equation [using the cycle density z(r)]) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 0 0 dr r t A r z132
t R t A t o ? + = ? (15)133

Using the method of Peano-Picard, we can derive the solution in the form) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 0 dr r t R r m t R t A134
t o ? + = ? (16)135

where the ”intensity” m(t) is given by) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( dr r t z r m t z t m t o ? + = ? (17)136
Notice that the product m(t)dt? probability that a cycle is completed in the interval t ____t+dt. The integral137

(18) is the Mean Number of Cycles in the interval 0 ____t. Letting t?? one gets [22][23][24][28][29][30][31]138
It is easily seen that A SS = MTTF/(MTTF + MTTR) = MTTF/MTBF, as it must be. IF??(??) = ?139
??(ð�??”ð�??”)??ð�??”ð�??” = ?? ? ??(??) + ? ??(ð�??”ð�??”)??(?? ? ð�??”ð�??”)??ð�??”ð�??” ?? ?? ?? ??) ( ] ) (140
exp[ ) ( 2 t A t t m ? µ ? µ ? ? µ ? ?µ = + ? + + + =141

the failure and repair rate are both constant, h(t)=? and r(t)=µ, it is easily found, where A(t)=A 0 (t) (22)142
It is easily seen that m(?)= 1/(MTTF + MTTR) = 1/MTBF, as it must be.143

NOTICE: the relationship m(t)=?A(t) is valid only when the failure and repair rate are both constant, h(t)=?144
and, r(t)=µ. There are incompetent professors who teach the formula m(t)=?A(t) for variable failure and repair145
rates. [30,31] Before leaving this section, let’s see what five ”reliability experts” (are they experts?) of four146
different universities wrote in a booklet! Use the SPQR Principle.147

??A system is made by three units named GPS, TV e SC; the system performs properly when the itemsGPS148
and TV work well; if SC fails it is repaired; the items failures are considered independent; the professors draw the149
diagram on the left(”riparazione”= repair) and compute the system reliability. Then they (BMWists) have the150
”GREAT IDEA” that some failure could be dependent and draw the diagram on the right. The students had to151
be better than those professors, and FIND that the failure rates ? SC/TV and ? SC/GPS (dotted arrows) are152
ACTUALLY the formulae 1/MTTF of the PARALLEL of the units SC/TV and SC/GPS!WRONG! Can anyone153
believe to such professors? Use the SPQR Principle [1].154

5 III. The 1 st Step: A Poisson Process155

Let’s consider now our system, as depicted in the following flow graph. We will consider that the failure and156
repair rate are both constant, h(t)=? and r(t)=µ. We assume that the reliability goals are as follows: 1. During157
the mission time 0 —–t, a maximum number N f of failures is accepted; if the number of failures n is >N f ,158
the supplier will pay a penalty P f ; 2. During the mission time 0 —–t, at any failure,a maximum length of159
the downtime < x is accepted; if the downtime is > x (a stated value, named ”Long Downtime”), the supplier160
will pay a penalty P D ; 3. During the mission time 0 —–t, a maximum number N LD of Long Downtimes is161
accepted; if the number of downtimes m is > N LD , the supplier will pay a penalty P NLD > P D N LD .TV162
SC / ? GPS SC / ? 0 1 h(t)=? r(t)=µ SC TV TV SC TV SC TV SC TV SC ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? + + + = 2 2 2163
2 / SC GPS GPS SC GPS SC GPS SC GPS SC ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? + + + =164
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6 IV. THE 2 ND STEP: A ”MODIFIED” POISSON PROCESS

The 1 st step for building our model is to consider only the number of failures; so doing we assume that the165
downtimes are very short (we assume them as not important; the repair rate µ»?is a strong assumption!): in this166
case t, the duration of the mission, is ”almost” the total up time.167

The probability of the random variable N ”number of failures”, in the mission time 0 —–t, is) exp( ! ) ( ] [ t168
n t n N P n ? ? ? = = (23)169

Therefore the probability that the ”number of failures” N, in the mission time 0_____t, is >N f is ) exp( !170
) ( 1 ] [ 0 ? = ? ? = ? f N n n f t n t N N P ? ?(24)171

In this case, the supplier will pay a penalty P f .172
It is easily seen that in the chosen hypothesis we have a Homogenous Poisson Process. The probability of a173

”Long Downtime” x is) exp( x p µ ? = (25)174
Formula ( ??5) is found by the following argument: let our system be in state 1 and let ?(t)=T 0 -t the175

duration from the present time t, when the system enters state 1, to the time that the repair is completed and176
the system enters state 0; we want to compute the probability p(t+x|t)=P[?(t)>x] that the ”time to repair”177
is longer than the stated ”Long Downtime” x. From pages 169-173 of the book [24] one can write an integral178
equation whose solution is p(t+x|t); from there it is found that p(t+x|t)=p=exp(-µx) when the repair rate is179
constant. The same result can be found in [23].180

IF the repair rate µ»? then the Homogenous Poisson Process of intensity ?, where we pick its points [?(t)>x]181
with probability p, given by (25), becomes the Homogenous Poisson Process of intensity p?; therefore (26) ) exp(182
!) ( 1 ] [ 0 ? = ? ? = ? LD N n n LD t p n t p N M P ? ? (26)183

Is the probability that the ”number of Long Downtimes” M, in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N LD ; the supplier184
will pay a penalty P NLD .185

The formula (26) derives from the theory of Poisson Processes. We can get it using the Reliability theory,186
with the following arguments. Consider a process, named ”auxiliary system”, as in the following figure 5:187

The ”auxiliary system” works as follows:188
1. It starts in state 1 (Up-state) 2. It re-enters state 1 with probability p 3. It goes to state 2 (Down-state)189

with probability 1-p 4. The time to re-enter or to go out is provided by the exponential probability density with190
rate ?191

Let ? 11 (n,t) be the probability of the joint event that the system will have made n transitions (re-entering)192
and will be in state 1, given that it started in state 1 at time t=0, and that time t has elapsed. We have) exp( !193
) ( ) , ( 11 t n t p t n n n ? ? ? = ? (27)194

Let ? 11 (t) be the probability of the system being in state 1 at time t, given that it started in state 1 at195
time t=0. By summing ? 11 (n,t) for all the values of n (from 1 to ?), we have The probability that the system196
experience n ”long downtimes”, given that time t has elapsed, and it occupies state] ) 1 ( exp[ ) ( 11 t p t ? ? ?197
= ? (28)1 µ»? ] ) 1 ( exp[ ! ) ( ) ( ) , ( 11 11 t p n t p t t n n ? ? ? ? = ? ? (29)198

by doing the necessary operations, provides the formula (26).199
We see then that, with the strong assumption µ»? (the downtimes are very short and t is the total up time),200

it is very easy to compute the costs involved.201
The probability that the ”number of failures” N(t), in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N f (and the supplier will202

pay a penalty P f ) is 1 2 p ) exp( ?? ? ? 1-p ) exp( ?? ? ? ) exp( x p µ ? =) ( ] ) ( [ t F N t N P f N f = ? (30)203
where F n (t) is the convolution F(t)*F n-1 (t) with F 1 (t)=F(t). In the case that h(t)=?, we have M(t)=?t.204
In all the sections, we consider a system with MTTF=1000 (units of time) and MTTR=100. These values do205

not conform ”completely” with our strong assumption µ»?; desspite that, they are chosen so that the graphs can206
show the different curves for the different cases. We state, N LD =4 and x=100. When the reliability is Weibull207
with MTTF=1000, the M(t) depends on the shape parameter ?. For our case, we chose ?=3. See figure 6.208

6 IV. The 2 nd Step: A ”Modified” Poisson Process209

Let’s consider our system again, as depicted in the following flow graph. Again we consider that the failure and210
the repair rates are both constant, h(t)=? and r(t)=µ.211

We assume that the reliability goals are the same as in section 3.212
As in the 1 st step, we consider the number of failures, but now we do not assume that the downtimes are213

very short; they depend on the repair rate µ.214
The probability of the random variable N(t) ”number of failures”, in the mission time 0 —–t, is no longer as215

the probability of the the number of points of a Homogenous Poisson Process.216
We have a process with intensity m(t) given by the formula (22), here repeated,) ( ] ) ( exp[ ) ( 2 t A t t m ?217

µ ? µ ? ? µ ? ?µ = + ? + + + = (22)218
It is easily seen that after two cycles, the Availability and the cycling intensity are almost constant;219

therefore, after few cycles, the stochastic process becomes a Homogenous Poisson Process, with intensity220
m(?)=1/(MTTF+MTTR)= 1/MTBF=?A SS .221

The same happens when the failure and repair rates are variable [provided the system is renewable].: Therefore,222
when the failure and repair rate are both constant, h(t)=? and r(t)=µ, the probability that the ”number of223
failures” N, in the mission time 0m(?)=1/(MTTF+MTTR)= 1/MTBF. See figure 7- 0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1 1,2224
1,4——t, is >N f is ) exp( ! ) ( 1 ] [ 0 ? = ? ? = ? f N n SS n SS f t A n t A N N P ? ?(31)225

The supplier will pay a penalty P f .226
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The probability of a ”Long Downtime” x is, as in section 3, p=exp(-µx) and we pick the points (of the process)227
with probability p, given by (25); therefore (32) ) exp( !) ( 1 ] [ 0 ? = ? ? = ? LD N n SS n SS LD t A p n t A228
p N M P ? ? (32)229

is the probability that the ”number of Long Downtimes” M, in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N LD ; the supplier230
will pay a penalty P NLD .231

We see again that it is very easy to compute the costs involved. See the related probabilities for C1 and C2.232
Now we consider that the failure is constant, h(t)=?,while the repair rate is any positive function r(t). We assume233
that the reliability goals are the same as in section 3.234

We remind here that we found the integral equations for availability and using the method of Peano-Picard,235
we could derive the solution [here repeated for convenience]) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 0 dr r t R r m t R t A t o ? + = ? (16)236

where the ”intensity” m(t) is given by) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( dr r t z r m t z t m t o ? + = ? (17)237
and where the product m(t)dt? probability that a cycle is completed in the interval t ——t+dt.238
The probability that the ”number of Long Downtimes” M, in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N LD (and the239

supplier will pay a penalty P NLD ) is again [formula 26 repeated here]) exp( ! ) ( 1 ] [ 0 ? = ? ? = ? LD N n240
n LD t p n t p N M P ? ? (26)241

where the probability p is obtained by the repair rate r(t).242
For this case 3,the repair rate r(t)is of a Weibull distribution with ? repair =2243
We want here to find the probability LD(x|t), that the system is still in the state 1 [downstate] for a time x,244

given that the system entered state 1 at time t; we name LD(x|t) ”Long Downtime Complementary Distribution”.245
As per F. Galetto, vol. 1, page 170, we can write the following equation (similar to 16)) ( ) ( ) | ( dy y G y x246

t m t x LD x t x ? + ? + = (33)247
When downtime D is > x (a stated value, named ”Long Downtime”) the supplier will pay a penalty P D To248

prove (32), now we argue as in section 4: it is easily seen that after two cycles the Availability and the cycling249
intensity are almost constant; therefore, if t> 2 MTBF, we haveMTBF dy y G dy y G y x t m t x LD x t x x t250
x ? ? + + = ? + ? ) ( ) ( ) ( ) | ((34)251

that is, using (10),MTBF x MTTR x t MTTR t x LD ) ( ) ( ) | ( ? + ? (35)252
where MTTR(t) is the Mean Time To Repair, related to the interval 0 —–t.253
For x ??, one gets LD(x|t) ? 0, as it must be. For t ??, one gets LD(x|t) ? MDT/MTBF, as it must be. To254

consider both the number of failures and the long downtime we need the probability LD(x|t, n): the probability255
that, in the mission interval 0 —–t, the downtime is long x, given that the number of failures is n,is the formula256
( ??6)) ( ) ( ) , | ( dy y G y x t f n t x LD x t x n ? + ? + = (36)257

where f n (t)dt=P[t<T n <t+dt] is the probability that the nth failure happens in the interval t ——t+dt (T258
n is the ”time to the n-th failure). The relationship between f n+1 (t) and f n (t) [where f 1 (t)=f(t)]) ( ) ( ) ( )259
( 1 dr r t z r f t f t f t o n n ? + = ? + (37)260

Summing over all the number of failures from (37) one gets (33).261
LD(x|t, N f +1) provides the probability that, in the mission interval 0 —–t, the downtime is long x and the262

number of failures is >maximum allowed number N f : the supplier will pay a penalty P f + P D . The probability263
that ”number of Long Downtimes” M, in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N LD ; case 3 and case 4264

Using the very strong assumption µ»? (the downtimes are very short and t is the total up time) it is very easy265
to compute????(??|??, ??) = ? ??(?? + ?? ? ??)?? ? (??)???? ??+?? ?? (38)266

Similarly, LD(x|t, 2), ? Any LD(x|t, n) is related to (27) via the probability p, given by the Weibull.267
The cases 3 and 4 are similar to the ones 1 and 2, with the difference of the uses of a Weibull repair distribution.268

7 VI. The 4 th Step: A General Semi-Markov Process269

Let’s consider our system again, as depicted in the following flow graph.270
Figure 12: A 2-state system, renewable, with variable both failure rate h(t)and repair rate r(t)271
Now we consider that the failure is any positive function h(t) and the repair rate is any positive function r(t),272

both related to their Weibull distribution; we also assume that the system is renewed at any entrance into the273
state 0.274

We assume that the reliability goals are the same as in section 3.275
In the hypothesis of a general Semi-Markov process, the formulae are the same as those of section 5 (we do276

not repeat them here). We see the probability in figure 13.277
Figure 13: The probability that ”number of Long Downtimes” M, in the mission time 0 —–t, is >N LD ; case278

5279
We see that the probability P[M>N LD ] increases with the length t of the ”mission interval”: as t increases,280

the ”Long Downtimes” becomes more and more probable (as anybody should expect).281
To appreciate the differences between the various cases, see figure 14.282
It is quite interesting to notice that the most general case 5 has time behavior ”very similar” to the case 1:283

this is because the Steady State Availability A SS is the same value. Let’s consider our system again, as depicted284
in FIGURE 12.285

Now we generate a model where the costs are inserted in the general equation of the model.286
Let’s indicate with the symbols b ik (t)dt the transition probability from state i to state k (either 0 or 1, or287

vice versa) in the interval t —t+dt, p ik the steady transition probability from state i to state k, m i the mean288

5



9 CONCLUSION

time that the system stays in state i before making a transition, e ik (0, s) the earning [or cost] of the system due289
the transition from state i to state k for the interval 0 –s, d ik (s) the earning [or a cost] of the system due the290
transition from state i to state k at the instant s, v i (t) the total expected profit [or cost] of the system for the291
interval 0 —-t (mission time), if the system starts in state i at time 0. We define r i (t) the expected reward (or292
cost) of the system related to state i, due to its transitions in the interval 0 –t Putting all together, we have the293
system of integral equations [notice the similarity with what done before for reliability] of the expected reward (or294
cost) of the system in the mission intervalð�??”ð�??” ?? (??) = ? ? ?? ???? (ð�??”ð�??”)[?? ???? (??, ð�??”ð�??”)295
+ ?? ???? (ð�??”ð�??”)]??ð�??”ð�??”?? ?? (??) = ? ? [?? ???? (??, ð�??”ð�??”) + ?? ???? (ð�??”ð�??”) + ?? ??296
(?? ? ?? ?? ?? ??=?? ð�??”ð�??”)??????(ð�??”ð�??”)??ð�??”ð�??”+??=????????(??)??????????????,??(39)297

The general model (with n+1 states) was devised by the author and presented at an EOQC Conference298
[XXI EOQC (European Organisation for Quality Control)] held in Varna (Bulgaria), 1977,with a paper titled299
CLAUDIA Cost and Life Analysis via Uptime and Downtime Integral Approach.300

In our case d 01 (s)=1 (for the failures) and e 01 (0, t)=0, while d 10 (s)=0 and e 10 (0, s)=H(s-x) (for the301
long downtimes >x), where H(t-x) is the Heaviside function. ?? 0 ? (??) + ???? 0 (??) = ???? 1 (??) + ?? ??302
1 ? (??) + ???? 1 (??) = ???? 0 (??) + ?? ????? + ??303

that are written in matrix form?? ? (??) = ????(??) + ? ?? ?? + ?? ????? ? (40) with ?? = ? ??? ?? ??304
??? ? (41)305

The solution is The mean number of ”Long Downtimes” and of failures versus t, the mission time 0 —–t??(??)306
= ?? ???? ? ?? ????? ?? 0 ? ?? ?? + ?? ????? ? ????(42)307

We can easily find the difference between the two components of the vector v(t). The difference becomes308
constant for t ??. The solution of (42)is increasing, linearly for t ?? (see figure 15)?? 0 (??) = ??(2?? +?? ?????309
) ?? +?? ?? ? {?? +?? ????? ???}?? (??+?? ) 2 ?1 ? ?? ?(??+?? )?? ? (43) ?? 1 (??) = ??(2?? +?? ????? )310
??+?? ?? + {?? +?? ????? ???}?? (??+?? ) 2 ?1 ? ?? ?(??+?? )?? ? (44)311

We see that the difference between the two curves becomes constant.312
The type of behavior of the two curves, devised for constant failure and repair rates, is similar for variable313

rates; the proof can be found in the paper CLAUDIA Cost and Life Analysis via Uptime and Downtime Integral314
Approach.315

8 VIII.316

9 Conclusion317

Any action speaks louder than words: professors teaching wrong ideas do a lot of harm to their students and the318
whole Society, although they are all graduated CUM LAUDE, with Ph.D. (CUM LAUDE), very appreciated by319
their followers (with their ”likes”)and have high scores with the informetric indexes (h-index, RG-index, s-index,320
and so on). [2,[10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21] We showed that Theory is needed to solve correctly321
the problem of evaluating the cost of failures and downtimes in a very simple 2-state system, where requirements322
on the number of failures N f , on the length of downtime x, and the maximum number of Long Downtimes N323
LD are fixed in a supply contract of the system; if the supplier does not meet the stipulated goals, he must pay324
the penalty. We used the SPQR Principle and approach [1].325

The method can be extended to more complex systems. 1 st Premise: Ever since he was a young student,326
at the secondary school, Fausto Galetto was fond of understanding the matters he was studying: understanding327
for learning was his credo (????µ?????????µ?); for all his life he was keeping this attitude, studying more than328
one ton of pages: as manager and as consultant he studied several methods invented by professors, but never he329
used the (many) wrong ones; on the contrary, he has been devising many original methods needed for solving the330
problems of the Companies he worked for, and presenting them at international conferences [where he met many331
bad divulgers, also professors ”ASQC certified quality auditors” or ”Master Black Belt (Six Sigma) Experts”];332
after 25 years of applications and experience, he became professor, with a dream ”improve the future managers333
(students) quality”: the incompetents he met since then grew dramatically (also with documents. F. Galetto got334
from ERASMUS students (Fijiu Antony et al., 2001, Sarin S. 1997).335

2 nd Premise: ”The wealth of nations depends increasingly on the quality of managers.” (A. Jay [3]) and336
the fact that ”Universities grow the future managers.” (F. Galetto) Entailment: due to that, the author with337
this paper will try, again, to provide the important consequent message: let us, all of us, be scientific in all338
Universities, that is, let us all use our rationality. ”What I want to teach is: to pass from a hidden non-sense to339
a non-sense clear.” (L. Wittgenstein). End340

We have been seeing and we are still seeing the consequences of the lack of Scientificity during the Covid-19341
pandemic? Remember Deming’s ideas.342

”In my university studies ?, in most of the cases, it seemed that students were asked simply to regurgitate at343
the exams what they had swallowed during the courses.” M. Gell-Mann ”The Quark and the Jaguar...” ??1994])344
} . Some of those students later could have become researchers and then professors, writing ”scientific” papers345
and books ? For these last, another statement of the Nobel Prize M. Gell-Mann is relevant: ”Once that such a346
misunderstanding has taken place in the publication, it tends to become perpetual, because the various authors347
simply copy one each other.”...., The fact that professors and students betray an important characteristic of348
human beings: rationality [the ”Adult state” of E. Berne]. Human beings are driven by curiosity that demands349
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that we ask questions (”why?. ?, why?”) and we try to put things in order (”this is connected with that”):350
curiosity is one of the best ways to learn, but ”learning does not mean understanding”; only twenty-six centuries351
ago, in Greece, people began to have the idea that the ”world” could be ”understood rationally”, overcoming the352
religious myths: they were sceptic [??????µ??=to observe, to investigate] and critic [?????=to judge]: then and353
there a new kind of knowledge arose, the ”rational knowledge”.354

These ideas gave rise to the SPQR Principle and approach [1] Till today, after so long time, we still do not355
use appropriately our brain! A peculiar, stupid and terrific non-sense! During his deep and long experience of356
Managing and Teaching (more than 40 years), F. Galetto always had the opportunity of verifying the truth of357
Crosby, Deming and Gell-Mann statements.358

To understand each other we need to define the word ”scientific”.359
A document (paper or book) is ”scientific” if it ”scientifically (i.e. with ”scientific method”) deals with matters360

concerning science (or science principles, or science rules)”. Therefore to be ”scientific” a paper must both concern361
”science matters” and be in accordance with the ”scientific method”.362

The word ”science” is derived from the Latin word ”scire” (to know for certain) {derived from the Greek words363
µ??????, ??????µ?, meaning learning and knowledge, which, at that time, were very superior to ”opinion” [????],364
while today opinion of many is considered better than the knowledge of very few!}: think to the recent behaviour365
of people, they look for getting many ”likes” in the web!!! Knowledge is strongly related to ”logic reasoning”366
[???????????], as it was, for ages, for Euclid, whose Geometry was considered the best model of ”scientificity”.367
Common (good) sense is not science! A lot of ”likes” in the web is not science! Common sense does not look for368
”understanding”, while science looks for ”understanding”! ”Understanding” is related to ”intelligence” (from the369
Latin verb ”intelligere” ([intus+legere. to read into]: ”intelligeutcredas”370

i.e. understand to believe. Unfortunately ”none so deaf as those that won’t hear”. Let us give an example,371
the Pythagoras Theorem (figure 16):372

”In a right triangle, the square of the length of the hypotenuse equals the sum of the squares of the lengths of373
the other two sides.” Is this statement scientific? It could be scientific because it concerns the science of Geometry374
and it can be proven true by mathematical arguments. It is not-scientific because we did not specify that we375
were dealing with the ”Euclidean Geometry” (based, among others, on the ”parallel axiom”: from this only, one376
can derive that the sum of the interior angles of a triangle is always ?): we did not deal ”scientifically” with the377
axioms; we assumed them implicitly.378

So we see that ”scientificity” is present only if the set of statements (concerning a given ”system”) are non-379
contradictory and deductible from stated principles (as the rules of Logic and the Axioms). Let us give another380
example, the 2 nd law of Mechanics (figure 16):381

”The force and the acceleration of a body are proportional vectors: F=ma, (m is the mass of the body)”.382
Is this statement scientific? It could be scientific because it concerns the science of Mechanics and it can be383
proven ”true” by well-designed experiments. It is not-scientific because we did not specify that we were dealing384
with ”frames of reference moving relatively one to another with constant velocity” [inertial frames (with the so385
called ”Galilean Relativity”: the laws of Physics look the same for inertial systems)] and that the speed involved386
was not comparable with the ”speed of light in the vacuum [that is the same for all observers]” (as proved by387
the Michelson-Morley experiment: in the Special Relativity Theory, F=d(mv)/dt is true, not F=ma!) and not388
involving atomic or subatomic particles. We did not deal ”scientifically” with the hypotheses; we assumed them389
implicitly. From the laws of Special Relativity we can derive logically the conservation laws of momentum and of390
energy, as could Newton for the ”Galilean Relativity”. For atomic or subatomic particles ”quantum Mechanics”391
is needed (with Schrödinger equation as fundamental law).392

So we see that ”scientificity” is present only if the set of statements (concerning a given ”system”) do not393
contradict the observed data, collected through well designed experiments [”scientific” experiments]: only in the394
XVII century, due to Galilei, Descartes, Newton, ? we learned that. Since that time only, science could really395
grow. When we start trying to learn something, generally, we are in the ”clouds”; reality (and truth) is hidden by396
the clouds of our ignorance, the clouds of the data, the clouds of our misconceptions, the clouds of our prejudices;397
to understand the phenomena we need to find out the reality from the clouds: we make hypotheses, then we398
deduct logically some consequences, predicting the results of experiments: if predictions and experimental data399
do match then we ”confirm” our idea and if many other are able to check our findings we get a theory. To400
generate a theory we need Methods. Eric Berne, the psychologist father of ”Transactional Analysis”, stated401
that everybody interacts with other people through three states P, A, C [Parent, Adult, Child, (not connected402
with our age, fig. 16)]: the Adult state is the one that looks for reality, makes questions, considers the data,403
analyses objectively the data, draws conclusions and takes logic decisions, coherent with the data, methodically.404
Theory [??????] comes from the Adult state! Methods [µ?????? from µ???+???? = the way through (which405
one finds out?)] used to generate a Theory come from the Adult state! People who take for granted that the406
truth depends on ”Ipse dixit” [????????, ”he said that” (F. Bass ”said that”, and published his ideas on a very407
important Management Magazine, ”Management Science”)], behave with the Parent state. People who get upset408
if one finds their errors and they do not consider them [”we are many and so we are right”, they say!] behave409
with the Child state.410
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10 [see the books of the Palo Alto group]411

To find scientifically the truth (out of the clouds) you must Focus on the problem, Assess where you are (with412
previous data and knowledge), Understand Scientifically the message in the data and find consequences that413
confirm (or disprove) your predictions, Scientifically design Test for confirmation (or disproval) and then Activate414
to make the Tests. If you and others Verify you prediction, anybody can Implement actions and Assure that the415
results are scientific (FAUSTA VIA): all of us then have a theory and scientificity is there (F. Galetto)416

From the above two examples it is important to realise that when two people want to verbally communicate,417
they must have some common concepts, they agree upon, in order to transfer information and ideas between418
each other; this is a prerequisite, if they want to understand each other: what is true for them, what is their419
”conventional” meaning of the words they use, which are the rules to deduce statements (Theses) from other420
statements (Hypotheses and ”previous” Theses): rigour is needed for science, not opinions.421

Many people must apply Metanoia [µ??????? = change their mind (to understand)] to find the truth. Here422
we accept the rules of Logic, the deductive Logic, where the premises of a valid argument contain the conclusion,423
and the truth of the conclusion follows from the truth of the premises with certainty: any well-formed sentence is424
either true or false. We define as Theorem ”a statement that is proven true by reasoning, according to the rules425
of Logic”; we must therefore define the term True: ”something” (statement, concept, idea, sentence, proposition)426
is true when there is correspondence between the ”something” and the facts, situations or state of affairs that427
verify it; the truth is a relation of coherence between a thesis and the hypotheses. Logical validityis a relationship428
between the premises and the conclusion such that if the premises are true then the conclusion is true. The429
validity of an argument should be distinguished from the truth of the conclusion (based on the premises). This430
kind of truth is found in mathematics.431

Human beings evolved because they were able to develop their knowledge from inside (the deductive logic,432
with analytic statements) and from outside, the external world, (the inductive logic, with synthetic statements),433
in any case using their intelligence; the inductive logic is such that the premises are evidence for the conclusion,434
but the truth of the conclusion follows from the truth of the evidence only with a certain probability, provided435
the way of reasoning is correct.436

The scientific knowledge is such that any valid knowledge claim must be verifiable in experience and built437
up both through the inductive logic (with its synthetic statements) and the deductive logic (with its analytic438
statements); in any case, a clear distinction must be maintained between analytic and synthetic statements.439

This was the attitude of Galileo Galilei in his studies of falling bodies. At first time, he formulated the tentative440
hypothesis that ”the speed attained by a falling body is directly proportional to the distance traversed”; then441
he deduced from his hypothesis the conclusion that objects falling equal distances require the same amount of442
elapsed time.443

After ”Gedanken Experimenten”, Designed Experiments made clear that this was a false conclusion: hence,444
logically, the first hypothesis had to be false. Therefore, Galileo framed a new hypothesis: ”the speed attained445
is directly proportional to the time elapsed”. From this, he was able to deduce that the distance traversed by a446
falling object was proportional to the square of the time elapsed; through Designed Experiments, by rolling balls447
down an inclined plane, he was able to verify experimentally his thesis (it was the first formulation of the 2 nd448
law of Mechanics).449

Such agreement of a conclusion with an actual observation does not itself prove the correctness of the hypothesis450
from which the conclusion is derived. It simply renders that premise much more plausible.451

For rational people (like were the ancient Greeks) the criticism [????? = to judge] is hoped for, because it452
permits improvement: asking questions, debating and looking for answers improves our understanding: we do not453
know the truth, but we can look for it and be able to find it, with our brain; to judge we need criteria ???????????].454
In this search, Mathematics [note µ??????] and Logic can help us a lot: Mathematics and Logic are the languages455
that Rational Managers must know! Proposing the criterion of testability, or falsifiability, for scientific validity,456
Popper emphasized the hypothetic-deductive character of science. Scientific theories are hypotheses from which457
can be deduced statements testable by observation; if the appropriate experimental observations falsify these458
statements, the hypothesis is refused. If a hypothesis survives efforts to falsify it, it may be tentatively accepted.459
No scientific theory, however, can be conclusively established. A ”theory” that is falsified, is no longer scientific.460

”Good theories” are such that they complete previous ”good” theories, in accordance with the collected new461
data.462

A good example of that is Bell’s Inequality. In physics, this inequality was used to show that a class of463
theories that were intended to ”complete” quantum mechanics, namely local hidden variable theories, are in fact464
inconsistent with quantum mechanics; quantum mechanics typically predicts probabilities, not certainties, for the465
outcomes of measurements. Albert Einstein [one of the greatest scientists] stated that quantum mechanics was466
incomplete, and that there must exist ”hidden” variables that would make possible definite predictions. In 1964,467
J. S. Bell proved that all local hidden variable theories are inconsistent with quantum mechanics, first through468
a ”Gedanken Experiment” and Logic, and later through Designed Experiments. Also, the great scientist, A.469
Einstein, was wrong in this case: his idea was falsified. We see then that the ultimate test of the validity of a470
scientific hypothesis is its consistency with the totality of other aspects of the scientific framework. This inner471
consistency constitutes the basis for the concept of causality in science, according to which every effect is assumed472
to be linked with a cause.473
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The scientific community as a whole must judge [?????] the work of its members by the objectivity and the474
rigour with which that work has been conducted; in this way the scientific method should prevail.475

In any case, the scientific community must remember: Any statement (or method) that is falsified, is no longer476
scientific.477

Here we assume that the subject of a paper is concerning a science (like Mathematics, Statistics, Probability,478
Quality Methods, Management, ?); therefore to judge [?????] if a paper is scientific we have to look at the479
”scientific method”: if the ”scientific method” is present, i.e. the conclusions (statements) in the paper follow480
logically from the hypotheses, we shall consider the paper scientific; on the contrary, if there are conclusions481
(statements) in the paper that do not follow logically from the hypotheses, we shall not consider the paper482
scientific: a wrong conclusion (statement) is not scientific.483

”To understand that an answer is wrong you don’t need exceptional intelligence, but to understand that is484
wrong a question one needs a creative mind.” (A. Jay). ”Intelligeutcredas”.485

That was the way the author dealt with his students (in Universities, in Companies Courses, in Mater’s486
Lessons,?) Right questions, with right methods, have to be asked to ”nature”.”Intelligeutcredas”.487

It is easy to show that a paper, a book, a method, is not scientific: it is sufficient to find an example that488
proves the wrongness of the conclusion. When there are formulas in a paper, it is not necessary to find the489
right formula to prove that a formula is wrong: an example is enough; to prove that a formula is wrong, one490
needs only intelligence; on the contrary, to find the right formula, that substitutes the wrong one, you need both491
intelligence and ingenuity. I will use only intelligence and I will not give any proof of my ingenuity: this paper492
is for intelligence ? For example, it’s well known (from Algebra, Newton identities) that the coefficients and the493
roots of any algebraic equation are related: it’s easy to prove that a c / ? ± is not the solution (even if you do494
not know the right solution) of the parabolic equation The literature on ”Quality” matters is rapidly expanding.495
Unfortunately, nobody, but the author, as far as he knows, [he thanks any person that will send himthe names496
of people who take care ?], takes care of the ”Quality of Quality Methods used for making Quality” (of product,497
processes and services). ”Intelligeutcredas”.498

Let’s give two others cases of lack of Scientificity.499
See the following excerpts (figures 17-18, excepts 1 and 2) taken from a book on reliability; they refer to500

the system we have analysed previously [w(t) is our m(t)]. WHAT are they for? Integration is the ”opposite”501
operation of differentiation! One sees very clearly that W(t) of excerpt 2 (the curve W(t) is M(t) in our formulae)502
does not have the behaviour that it MUST have according the reliability theory; the following graph shows the503
curve M(t) obtained via the Reliability Integral Theory.504

The curves W(t) and M(t) are very different: only M(t) is according to the THEORY.505
It is obvious that to compute correctly the cost of failures, of downtimes, of maintenance and of spare parts506

management one MUST compute correctly the function M(t). [23,30,31] Will professors understand?507
None so deaf as he does not want to hear?.. Wrong teaching: help or hoax for Quality? HOAX, if people508

(professors, managers, consultants, ?) do not use their own brain !!!!! Let’s now consider another case related to509
the T Charts.510

It is taken from the paper ”Minitab T Charts and Quality Decisions”, submitted to a Journal, in 2020.511
The T Charts are used for ”rare events”: they are Individual Control Charts with Exponentially or Weibull512

distributed data. Thousands Master Black Belts, in the Six Sigma context, would suggest using the Minitab513
Software and the ”T Charts”, assuming that T Charts are the good method to deal with ”rare events”. See the514
Minitab T Chart (figure 23). Comparing the figure 23 with 24 it is very clear that, for the Montgomery data,515
the T Charts are quite different from the one of Figure 24 and the process is OOC (Out Notice the plural ”T516
Charts” because also the differences |t it i+1 | are exponentially distributed! Figure 24 is found by using the517
Reliability Integral Theory (RIT) [30,31].518

This proves the truth of Deming’s statements ”The result is that hundreds of people are learning what is519
wrong.” ,”It is a hazard to copy”, ”It is necessary to understand the theory?.” We said before ??The literature on520
”Quality” matters is rapidly expanding. Unfortunately, nobody, but the author, as far as he knows, [he thanks521
any person that will send him the names of people who take care ?], takes care of the ”Quality of Quality Methods522
used for making Quality” (of product, processes and services). ”Intelligeutcredas”.??523

The author is eager to meet one of them, fond of Quality as he is. If this kind of person existed, he would have524
agreed that ”facts and figures are useless, if not dangerous, without a sound theory” (F. Galetto), ”Management525
need to grow-up their knowledge because experience alone, without theory, teaches nothing what to do to make526
Quality” ??Deming) because he had seen, like Deming, Gell-Mann and F. Galetto ”The result is that hundreds527
of people are learning what is wrong. I make this statement on the basis of experience, seeing every day the528
devastating effects of incompetent teaching and faulty applications.” [Deming (1986)]529

During 2006 and 2020, F. Galetto experienced the incompetence of several people who were thinking that530
only the ”Peer Review Process” is able to assure the scientificity of papers, and that only papers published531
in some magazines ”good” are scientific: one is a scientist and gets funds if he publishes on those magazines!532
Using the scientific method one can prove that the referee analysis does not assure quality of publications in the533
magazines. You can see the incompetence level in Research Gate, in Academia.edu, iSixSigma and Minitab19534
(wrong formulae for T_Charts)?535

The symbol ? Q GE IO [which stands for the ”epsilon Quality”] was devised by the author to show that Quality536
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depends, at any instant, in any place, at any rate of improvement, on the Intellectual hOnesty of people who537
always use experiments and think well on the experiments before actually making them (GedankenExperimenten)538
to find the truth” [GedankenExperimenten was a statement used by Einstein; but, if you look at Galileo life, you539
can see that also the Italian scientist was used to ”mental experiments”, the most important tool for Science;540
Epsilon (?) is a Greek letter used in Mathematics and Engineering to indicate a very small quantity (actually541
going to zero); ”epsilon Quality” conveys the idea that Quality is made of many and many prevention and542
improvement actions].543

Many times the author spoiled his time and enthusiasm at conferences, in University and in Company courses,544
trying to provide good ideas on Quality and showing many cases of wrong applications of stupid methods [see545
references]. He will try to do it again ? by showing, step by step, one case (out of the hundreds he could546
document).... in order people understand that Quality is a serious matter. The Nobel price R. Feynman (1965)547
said that ”for the progress of Science are necessary experimental capability, honesty in providing the results and548
the intelligence of interpreting them? We need to take into account of the experiments even though the results549
are different from our expectations.” It is apparent that Deming, Feynman, and Gell-Mann are in agreement with550
? Q GE IO ideas of the author. Once upon a time, A. Einstein said ”Surely there are two things infinite in551
the world: the Universe and the Stupidity of people. But I have some doubt that Universe is infinite”. Let us552
hope that Einstein was wrong, this All the methods, devised by the author, were invented and have been used553
and solving real problems in the Companies he was working for, as Quality Manager and as Quality Consultant:554
several million ? have been saved.555

Companies will not be able to survive the global market if they cannot provide integrally their customer the556
Quality they have paid for. So it is of paramount importance to know correctly what Quality means. Quality is557
a serious and difficult business; it has to become an integral part of management. 1 2 3

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
558

1© 2021 Global Journals
2The author gave it as Esercizio n. 5 (Exercise 5) to his students at the Quality Exam.© 2021 Global Journals
3Year 2021 © 2021 Global Journals
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Figure 3: Figure 3 :
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Figure 6: Figure 5 :
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similar to ”Imitatores, servumpecus” [Horatius, 18 B.C.]
and ”Gravioret validiorestdecemvirorum
bonorumsententia quam to tiusmultitudinis imperitiae”
[Cicero].

( ) Volume Xx XI Is sue I Ver-
sion I J
lobal Journal of Researches in
Engineering

Figure 10:

1

286 948 536 124 816 729 4 143
431
8

2837 596 81 227 603 492 1199 1214 2831 96
Since the data are few (20) and exponentially
distributed one cannot use the usual formulae used for
Normally distributed data. If one would [wrongly] do use
those formulae he would find the figure 20 (Minitab
used). According to it, the ”process is Out Of Control”
(OOC): two points are ”above” UCL.If we had
considered the Moving Ranges, we should have that
two other points would be OOC.
Using SixPack or JMP, we would have the same
picture of the process.
Is this a true picture of the process? Perhaps
these OOC depends on the formulae used!
If we act as Montgomery did and we transform
the exponential data into Weibull data with form
parameter ?=1/3.6 (this ideas was copied by
Montgomery from Nelson! This attitude of copying
without knowledge is very general, as said by Deming,
[4] ”Management need to grow-up their knowledge
because experience alone, without theory, teaches
nothing what to do to make Quality” and ”The result is that
hundreds of people are learning what is wrong. I make this
statement on the basis of experience, seeing every day the
devastating effects of incompetent teaching and faulty
applications.”)
Let be y i the original (exponential) data and x i =
y i 1/3.6 the transformed (Weibull) data; Montgomery uses
the I-

Figure 11: Table 1 :
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.1 Appendix ”Scientificity”

.1 Appendix ”Scientificity”559

This appendix about Scientificity is derived from many sources of Fausto Galetto’s thinking. It is given here as560
a summary. We also show four cases of lack of Scientificity.561

Here we want to provide the reader with some ideas about the need of the Scientific Attitude that all the562
teachers and managers must have: it starts with two Premises and one Entailment.563

[Galilei and Saggiatore] , G Galilei , Saggiatore . p. 1623. (in Italian)564

[Galetto et al.] , F Galetto , T Minitab , Quality Charts , Decisions . p. 2020. (submitted to a Journal)565

[Berne and Chegiocogiochiamo ()] , E Berne , Chegiocogiochiamo . 1987. Bompiani, Milano. (in Italian)566

[Jay and Management ()] , A Jay , Machiavelli Management . 1992. Channel Islands: The Guernsey Press Co.567

[Galetto et al. ()] , F Galetto , Qualità , Alcunimetodistatistici Da Manager , Torino Clut . 2000-2012.568

[Galetto et al. ()] , F Galetto , Gestionemanagerialedellaaffidabilità , Torino Clut . 2003-2012.569

[Galetto et al. ()] , F Galetto , Manutenzione E Affidabilità , Torino Clut . 2010-2012.570

[Galetto ()] A must: Quality of teaching, IPSI, F Galetto . 2006. 2006. Portofino.571

[Galetto and Qualità (1995)] Alcunimetodistatistici da Manager, CUSL, F Galetto , Qualità . 1995/7/9.572

[Galetto ()] ‘Bibliometrics: Help or Hoax for Quality?’. F Galetto . 10.13189/ujer.2014.020404. UJER 2014. 2573
(4) .574

[Galetto ()] Design Of Experiments and Decisions, Scientific Methods, Practical Approach, F Galetto . www.575
morebooks.de 2016.576

[Galilei] ‘Dialogosoprai due massimisistemi del mondo’. G Galilei . Tolemaico e Copernicano(Dialogue on the577
Two Chief World Systems) p. 1632. (in Italian)578

[Galetto ()] ‘Does ”Peer Review” assure Quality of papers and Education?’. F Galetto . 8th Conf. on TQM for579
HEI, (Paisley, Scotland) 2006.580

[Galetto ()] Fuzzy Logic and Quality Control: a scientific analysis, IPSI, F Galetto . 2006. 2006. Amalfi.581

[Galetto and Sara ()] F Galetto , Sara . System Availability and Reliability Analysis, Reliability and Maintain-582
ability Conference in Philadelphia, 1977.583

[Montgomery ()] Introduction to Statistical Quality Control, D C Montgomery . 2015-2020. (7 th edition, Wiley584
& Sons 38. Galetto, F., Papers and Documents in the Academia.edu)585

[Galetto ()] ‘Inventory Management, Spare Parts and Reliability Centred Maintenance for production lines’. F586
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